
Mobi-Path AFX is a portable rollout pathway for pedestrians,

wheelchair users, walkers, strollers, bicycles, quad bikes and golf

carts.

 

Easy Access Over Unstable Ground 

It creates firm, safe, stable access over unstable ground. The pathway

provides a smooth continuous surface with no gaps for people to

manoeuvre over. The Mobi-Path AFX can be deployed on any type of

ground - sand, pebbles, gravel, grass, mud or snow and is designed to

withstand repeated passage, while protecting soil and ground

conditions underneath. No more 'goat tracks' from repetitive use of

busy dirt or grassy areas. 

Environmentally Friendly and Durable

Made of 100% recycled plastic, Mobi-Path AFX does not contribute to

the plastic crisis. It's flexible and extremely durable yet also totally

recyclable.  

Safe and Cool Pathway

The patented design provides a cool, comfortable non slip surface,

even for bare feet. The Mobi-Path AFX permeable  recycled plastic

structure remains cool even when it's exposed to high temperatures. It

is UV and salt water resistant  and self extinguishing in fires.  

Lightweight and Easy Installation

Mobi-Path AFX is only 1.3 kg/sqm and can be installed or put away by

either one or two people in just a few minutes.

Low Maintenance

The innovative permeable structure allows sand to filter through,

without sinking into the sand. Mobi-Path AFX is easily maintained by

sweeping any excess sand build up with a broom or with a leaf blower.
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End connector

Material

100% recycled plastic

100% recycled plastic

Grade

AFX

AFX

Colour

Blue

Blue

Weight

1.3 kg/m2

1.3 kg/m2

Width Length

1.5 m

1.98 m

10 m

10 m
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Accessories & Anchorage 

included in the kit:

End (X) connector

Mooring Staples

Lab tested, long lasting and made of 100% recycled PET bottles

Can be installed as a temporary or permanent pathway

AFX grade is available in accessibility pathway compliant

widths of 1.5m  and 1.98m 

Super thin and compact for easy storage

Serviceable design and life expectancy of 10+ years

Patented non-slip corrugated surface

Supports pedestrians and light to medium sized vehicles

White traffic lines separating two lanes are easily noticeable

and great for visually impaired persons

KEY FEATURES of AFX Paths:


